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Abstract

In this paper, we explore the unlikely correlation between the adoption of genetically modified
organisms (GMOs) in cotton cultivation in Texas and the frequency of Google searches for the
phrase "i can't even". While it may seem as unrelated as apples and oranges, our research reveals
a surprising connection between the two. Utilizing data from the USDA and Google Trends, we
calculated a correlation coefficient of 0.9072241, with a statistically significant p-value of less
than 0.01,  spanning the years 2004 to 2022.  The results  challenge conventional  wisdom and
prompt us to ponder how cultivating GMO cotton has influenced the collective exasperation of
internet users. Join us as we embark on this adventure through the cotton fields of Texas and the
vast digital landscape of "can't even" expressions. Let's see if we can "thread" the needle between
agricultural innovation and internet culture.

1.  Introduction

Ladies  and gentlemen,  and esteemed colleagues,  welcome to the whimsical  world of
agricultural and internet intersection! Today, we embark on a riveting journey through the
labyrinth of genetically modified organisms (GMOs) in cotton cultivation and the often
perplexing realm of internet vernacular, seeking to unravel the enigma behind the "Can't
Even" correlation.

As  our  title  suggests,  we  are  delving  into  uncharted  territories  that  may  seem  as
mismatched as socks on a Monday morning, yet rest assured, our findings will leave you
astonished, bemused, and quite possibly contemplating a career switch to cotton farming.
The evident connection between GMO cotton and the "i can't even" phenomenon will
have you questioning the very fabric of our digital society.
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While we won't be picking cotton or typing code, we will be navigating through the fields
of data, meticulously sifting through the fiber of USDA records and the interconnected
web of Google searches. Our mission: to uncover if GMO cotton adoption can truly sow
the seeds of frustration among internet denizens, leading them to collectively exclaim, "I
can't even!"

So, fasten your seatbelts, adjust your spectacles, and let’s dive into this groundbreaking
research,  where  we  thread  the  needle  between  agricultural  innovation  and  internet
culture. Get ready to be cotton-pickin' amazed!

2.  Literature Review

The relationship between GMO cotton cultivation and the prevalence of "i can't even"
search queries on Google has been a topic of increasing interest in recent years. Smith et
al. (2017) delved into the agricultural aspect, analyzing the impact of GMO adoption on
cotton  yields  and  pest  resistance.  They  found  significant  improvements  in  crop
productivity  and  related  it  to  the  increased  use  of  genetically  engineered  varieties.
Meanwhile,  Doe  and  Jones  (2019)  explored  internet  language  trends,  examining  the
evolution of expressions such as "i can't even" in the digital sphere, attributing it to the
complexities of modern-day life.

Despite the seemingly disparate nature of these fields, the convergence of plant genetics
and internet linguistics has garnered attention from an eclectic array of sources. In "The
Cotton Wars" by A. Farmer, a comprehensive examination of the cotton industry sheds
light on the historical context and the advent of GMO technologies. Similarly, "Internet
Linguistics: A Digital Discourse Analysis" by L. Chatsumpersan offers insights into the
intricacies of online communication, including the emergence of popular phrases like "i
can't even."

On a more whimsical note, fictional narratives have also touched upon the subject, albeit
in a less scholarly manner. In "The Cotton Connection" by A. Novelist, the protagonist
stumbles upon a mysterious correlation between their cotton farm's GMO usage and the
absurdity of internet memes, leading to unforeseen consequences. Similarly, "The Cyber
Chronicles" by S. Storyteller weaves a tale of digital escapades, where characters find
themselves embroiled in a web of GMO intrigue and "i can't even" shenanigans.

Speaking of internet culture, the notorious Grumpy Cat meme has long epitomized the
sentiment of exasperation, akin to the "i can't even" phenomenon. With furrowed brows
and a perpetual scowl, Grumpy Cat has become the face of online discontent, offering a
unique perspective on the human inclination to express frustration in a myriad of ways.

As we navigate through this amalgamation of scholarly work, fiction, and internet lore, it
becomes apparent that the relationship between GMO cotton adoption and "i can't even"
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expressions is as convoluted as a tangled ball of yarn. Yet, as we unwind the threads of
this  peculiar  connection,  we  embroider  a  narrative  that  intertwines  the  agricultural
landscape with the digital tapestry of societal exasperation.

3.  Research Approach

To begin our cotton-pickin' adventure, we first had to collect and analyze data from the
hallowed fields of agricultural statistics and the labyrinthine expanse of internet searches.
Our esteemed team of data wranglers scoured through the vast archives of the United
States  Department  of  Agriculture  (USDA) to  obtain  comprehensive  records  of  GMO
cotton adoption in the state of Texas from 2004 to 2022. Imagine a digital treasure hunt,
except our bounty was not gold or jewels, but rather rows and rows of data on cotton
cultivation.

Once we had our hands on this agricultural goldmine, we turned our gaze toward the
digital domain, embarking on a quest through the virtual forests of Google Trends. With
our minds sharpened like the blades of a John Deere harvester, we meticulously harvested
data on the frequency of searches for the phrase "i can't even" from the same period. It
was akin to navigating through a jungle of digital memes and language quirks, seeking
patterns and correlations as elusive as a needle in a haystack.

With our raw data in hand, we set out to clean and preprocess it, akin to separating the
cotton from its  seeds,  removing any outliers  or  noise that  could  potentially  taint  our
analysis. Much like skilled cotton pickers, we carefully sieved through the data, ensuring
that only the finest strands of information were retained for our examination.

Next,  we  implemented  the  intricate  art  of  statistical  analysis,  using  sophisticated
techniques to unearth patterns and connections that were as intricate as a spider's web. We
calculated a Pearson correlation coefficient  between the adoption of GMOs in cotton
cultivation in Texas and the frequency of "i can't even" searches, revealing a surprising
and robust  correlation of 0.9072241. This coefficient stood as tall  as the lofty cotton
plants themselves, firmly asserting the unexpected relationship we had uncovered.

Our  statistical  journey  culminated  in  the  application  of  a  hypothesis  test,  where  we
scrutinized the p-value with the rigor of a discerning cotton buyer examining the quality
of the crop. To our astonishment, the p-value emerged as less than 0.01, signifying a
statistically significant relationship between GMO cotton adoption and the exasperated
cries of "i can't even" echoing across the digital landscape.

Finally,  in  the  spirit  of  transparency and integrity,  we subjected  our  analysis  to  peer
review  –  a  process  akin  to  placing  our  findings  under  the  scrutinizing  gaze  of  the
agricultural and digital communities, much like presenting our cotton crop at a county
fair  for  appraisal.  With  our  methodologies  thoroughly  vetted  and  validated,  we  can
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proudly present our findings to the world, ready to seed a new era of inquiry into the
unexpected intersections between agriculture and internet culture.

4.  Findings

The results of our research revealed a correlation coefficient of 0.9072241 between the
adoption of genetically modified organisms (GMOs) in cotton cultivation in Texas and
the  frequency  of  Google  searches  for  the  phrase  "i  can't  even".  This  positively
bewildering correlation was further supported by an r-squared value of 0.8230556 and a
p-value  of  less  than  0.01,  leaving  us  scratching  our  heads  as  we  ponder  the  quirky
interconnectedness of agricultural practices and internet exasperation.

In Figure 1, we present a scatterplot showcasing the unmistakable connection between
these seemingly incongruous variables. The data points elegantly dance across the plot,
revealing a strong linear relationship that defies logic and challenges traditional thinking.
Take a moment to appreciate the irony of how GMO cotton, cultivated amid the vast
Texan  landscapes,  appears  to  invoke  a  collective  state  of  exasperation  in  the  digital
domain.

Our findings not only raise eyebrows but also open a Pandora's box of contemplation
about  the  subtle  influence  of  agricultural  innovations  on  modern  language  and
expressions. It seems that the threads of GMO cotton cultivation have woven their way
into the very fabric of internet culture, resulting in an unexpected tapestry of "can't even"
sentiments.

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

This captivating correlation between GMO cotton and "i can't even" searches invites us to
explore the uncharted territories of interdisciplinary connections, reminding us that in the
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world of research, sometimes the most unexpected pairings lead to the most intriguing
discoveries. So, let us embrace this revelation with a sense of wonder and amazement, as
we  continue  to  untangle  the  complex  web  of  human  behavior  and  technological
advancements.

5.  Discussion on findings

The  findings  of  our  research  not  only  confirm  but  also  accentuate  the  intriguing
connection between the adoption of genetically modified organisms (GMOs) in cotton
cultivation in Texas and the frequency of Google searches for the phrase "i can't even".
While this correlation may seem as unlikely as a sheep wearing a tuxedo, it aligns with
the prior work that has explored the curious amalgamation of agricultural advancements
and digital expressions.

Smith et al. (2017) laid the groundwork by highlighting the substantial improvements in
cotton productivity attributed to the adoption of GMOs. It appears that this  enhanced
agronomic  success  has  inadvertently  sown  the  seeds  of  a  linguistic  phenomenon,
reflected in the perplexing statistical relationship we have unearthed. Similarly, Doe and
Jones  (2019)  delved  into  the  evolution  of  online  language,  shedding  light  on  the
emergence  of  expressions  like "i  can't  even"  in  the  digital  sphere.  Our findings  lend
further  credence  to  their  observations  by  providing  empirical  support  for  the
interconnectedness between these seemingly incongruous domains.

The  whimsical  narratives  presented  in  "The  Cotton  Connection"  and  "The  Cyber
Chronicles" might appear fanciful at first glance, but their emphasis on the unforeseen
repercussions of GMO usage and the digital doldrums foreshadows the very connection
we have unveiled. It seems that fiction can sometimes be as prescient as a fortune teller
with a crystal ball, offering a playful but poignant reflection of the real-world interplay
between agricultural innovation and internet culture.

Looking  back  at  the  notorious  Grumpy  Cat  meme  and  its  embodiment  of  online
exasperation, it becomes evident that our research not only corroborates but also extends
the narrative of internet discontent. Just as Grumpy Cat's perennial scowl encapsulates
the  sentiment  of  frustration,  our  statistical  analysis  captures  the  essence  of  societal
exasperation, intertwined with the evolution of agricultural practices.

In conclusion, our study adds a new chapter to the unconventional saga of GMO cotton
and  "i  can't  even"  expressions,  urging  researchers  to  consider  the  unexpected
interconnectedness of disparate fields. This unorthodox correlation transcends the bounds
of  traditional  academic  inquiry,  compelling  us  to  unravel  the  intricacies  of  human
behavior  and  technological  innovations.  As  we  navigate  through  this  labyrinth  of
interdisciplinary connections, it is imperative to maintain a keen sense of curiosity and
humor, for in the enigma of research, the most bewildering discoveries often conceal a
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nugget of truth. So, let us revel in the bonanza of baffling correlations and embrace the
unexpected with open minds and a dash of levity.

6.  Conclusion

In conclusion, our investigation into the correlation between GMO cotton cultivation in
Texas and the frequency of "i can't even" Google searches has left us feeling as perplexed
as a chicken in a yoga class. Our findings have unveiled an astonishing connection that is
as  clear  as  a  sunny  day  in  the  Lone  Star  State.  It  appears  that  the  introduction  of
genetically modified cotton has not only revolutionized agricultural practices but has also
managed to infiltrate the digital sphere, causing a virtual avalanche of exasperation.

As we reflect on the implications of our research, it's hard not to chuckle at the notion of
unsuspecting  cotton  plants  triggering  a  chorus  of  exasperated  sighs  and  resigned
proclamations of "I can't even" across the internet. We are left marveling at the quirkiness
of  this  correlation,  akin to  discovering  that  a  pineapple  and a  pizza  could  become a
harmonious pair.

However,  despite  the  amusement  elicited  by  our  findings,  they  present  an  intriguing
conundrum for further contemplation. This unexpected union of agriculture and internet
culture challenges us to rethink the interconnectedness of seemingly disparate domains.

Therefore, we confidently declare that no further research is needed in this area, as it's
unlikely  anything  will  top  the  sheer  delight  and  astonishment  we  experienced  in
uncovering this compelling correlation. Let's leave this field of study on a high note, as
we "can't even" begin to fathom what other mischievous connections lie waiting to be
unearthed in the vast expanse of research.
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